: Illustration of sample illumination. The sample is illuminated by a 0.4 NA, all-reflective, reverse Cassegrain objective. Prior to entering the objective, light is polarized nominally (a) parallel or (b) perpendicular to the length of the pillars (depicted by dimension L in figure) . For each polarization, the figure depicts the orientation of the polarization with respect to the pillar for light with a plane of incidence parallel and perpendicular to the pillar length. Due to the conical illumination scheme, both s and p polarized light illuminate the sample simultaneously. As depicted, the s polarization is purely aligned with either the width or length axis of the pillar. In contrast, the p polarization also has a component oriented along the height of the pillar, which enables the excitation of longitudinal surface phonon polariton modes. E SPhP and 1 P phonon mode coalesce at higher ARs, the spectral weight of 1 P increases, indicating a clear coupling between SPhPs and zone folded phonons. E resonance positions when coupling is reduced by separating neighboring pillars by a 5000 nm gap. Red, circle symbols show the results of simulations calculating the spectral position of the same resonance, but with a 500 nm gap separating the pillars, which results in significant near field coupling between adjacent pillars and an overall redshift of the resonance. As shown, as the aspect ratio increases the redshift due to coupling also increases. 
